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What is the path to the playground?

How do I go to the playground?
Help the Ants Get the Apples!
Help the Ants Get the Watermelon.
Help the bee to buzz his way to the banquet of flowers.

Help the honey bee reach her house!
Help the little birds get out of their nest!
Help!!! The state animal has run off!
You can help... draw a path through the maze to help me find it.
Help the Cat find her way to the Can of food.

Help find the Cat in Hat his Hat.
Help the mouse get the cheese!

Send the mouse through the maze to get to the reward - the cheese!
Help find the kittens their mittens
Help the Chicks Find Their Mother

When a mother hen senses danger, she clucks to warn her baby chicks. Good baby chicks will listen to their mother's voice and run to her. Help the chicks through the maze to find their mother. Watch out for the snake, fox, and owl!
Help Crocodile reach his eggs!

C for Chipmunk.

Help the chipmunk find the pinecone filled with pine seeds for its dinner.
C for Car & Cow

Help Curious George find his Hat
Where are you George?

Help George find his balloons.
George wants more bananas!
Help George and his friends to the Party.
Help Lala lead the three princesses to safety!

Help the king to his Castle.
Clifford can’t find T-Bone. Will you show him the way?
Help Dodie the cheerleader find Ducky Dolittle at the Basketball game.

ROV DUCK WANTS TO GO SWIMMING IN THE WATER HOLE! CAN YOU HELP HIM FIND IT BEFORE IT DRIES UP?
Help the dinosaur go to the party
Help me get to the Party!

D is for Dad
Help the farmer find his donkey.

Help the lady find the dishwasher.
D is for Dragon and Duck
Can you help the chick find his friend?

Can you help the Easter Bunny find the eggs?
Help bunny reach the carrot without being caught by the snake or the fox!

How can the fox reach the chicken without meeting the dog!
Can you find the way through the gold fish maze?

F for Fish.

Up the Creek
Help this fretful fish from start to finish so he can join his fuzzy friends for some cool camping fun.
Find your way to the new aquarium exhibit

Enter here

Good job—
You found it!
Help Leslie and her mother to the Fire-ranger to warn him about the fires! You can pass the animals but watch for the fires! You cannot go through them!
F for Frog.

Help friends to meet in the middle of the maze.

F for Farmer.
Show the Goose how to get to the Grapes.

Baby Giraffe is Lost!
G for Garbage

Help the lady find her way through the garbage truck maze to get rid of her garbage.

H is for House.

Help the Hen climb the Hill.
Mother hen has lost her chicks.
Can you help her find them?
Can you show the Iguana to get to his Island.

Help the Jaguar back to the jungle.
What a mess! Help the Koala find his kite.

Help baby Kangaroo find his mother.
Can you help the Liama get to the Lake?
Help the Monkey find the Rainforest
Show the mother Narwhal how to avoid the Nets!
For owls night is the time for hunting. Help him find the way to a tasty mouse dinner.

Help the Owl fly over to the Oak tree.

Help the octopus with his fishing. Lead him through the maze to good fishing waters.

Help the sea turtle and its sea turtle friends.
Penguin's Home
Help your penguin friend find his home.
Can you help the Queen find her Quilt.

Help the Rabbit reach the Raddishes.
Follow Carlos through the cloud forest and meet some **Special Animals!**
Help the Yak find the Yams.

Help the Worm wiggle his way to the Watermelon.

Help Captain X find his treasure map!

Help the Yak find the Yams.